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Introduction

1. The Licensing Act gained Royal Assent on 10 July 2003 and replaced  regimes 
previously administered by either the Licensing Justices or the local authority with 
a unified system of  licensing under the control of the local authority. The new 
regime came into effect on 24 November 2005. The Council set up a Licensing 
Committee as part of these changes.

2. Cumulative impact assessments’ were introduced in the 2003 Act by the Policing 
and Crime Act 2017, with effect from 6 April 2018.  The amendments require the 
Licensing Authority to review any Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA) within 
three years of its publication.  From 1 August 2020 the Licensing Authority’s 
Statement of Licensing Policy will include a summary of any CIA in force.  Full 
details of any CIA will then be included in this Policy document. 

Purpose and Scope

3. A cumulative impact assessment must set out the evidence for the authority's 
opinion and before publishing it, the licensing authority must consult with relevant 
parties, including the responsible authorities, businesses and the public. The 
assessment must be reconsidered every three years and any review must be 
consulted upon before deciding whether it remains or can be removed. A licensing 
authority must publish any revision of a cumulative impact assessment along with 
the evidence.

Cumulative Impact

4. A cumulative impact assessment must set out the evidence for the authority's 
opinion and before publishing it, the licensing authority must consult with relevant 
parties, including the responsible authorities, businesses and the public. The 
assessment must be reconsidered every three years and any review must be 
consulted upon before deciding whether it remains or can be removed. A licensing 
authority must publish any revision of a cumulative impact assessment along with 
the evidence.

5. The cumulative impact of the number, type and density of premises in particular 
areas, such as the city centre, may lead to them becoming saturated with premises 
of a certain type making them a focal point for large groups of people together 
leading to severe or chronic problems of public nuisance and anti- social 
behaviour.  The licensing authority may consider publishing a cumulative impact 
assessment (CIA) to help limit the number of types of licence applications granted 
in such areas if it is satisfied that it is appropriate to include an approach to 
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cumulative impact in its Licensing Policy Statement. It will take the decision only 
after it is satisfied that there is evidence to support such a decision.

6. The effect of adopting a CIA of this kind is to create a  rebuttable presumption if 
relevant representations to that effect are received, that applications for new 
premises authorisations or club premises certificates or material variations will 
normally be refused, unless it can be demonstrated  that the operation of the 
premises involved will be unlikely to add to the cumulative impact already being 
experienced. What constitutes a material variation will depend upon the policy in 
place and the reasons for the area being designated as suitable for adoption of a 
special policy.  

7. The Secretary of State’s guidance encourages applicants to address the CIA in 
their Operating Schedules in order to rebut such a presumption. Any CIA will stress 
that the presumption does not relieve responsible authorities or other persons of 
the need to make a relevant representation before the local authority may lawfully 
consider giving effect to its CIA.

8. The Licensing Authority recognises that many different kinds and styles of  
premises sell alcohol, serve food and provide entertainment. It recognises  that 
some applications in a CIA area will be unlikely to add  to the problems arising 
from saturation. Where it can exercise discretion in determining applications in an 
area where a CIA is in force, that is, where relevant representations have been 
received, it will have full  regard to the impact different premises may have on the 
local community.

9. The Licensing Authority must grant any application in a CIA area subject only to 
conditions that are consistent  with the operating schedule submitted by the 
applicant if it receives no relevant representation.

10. The Licensing Authority will keep cumulative impact assessments under review. 
Cumulative impact assessments’ were introduced in the 2003 Act by the Policing 
and Crime Act 2017, with effect from 6 April 2018.  The amendments require the 
Licensing Authority to review the CIA within three years of its publication.

11. The absence of a CIA does not prevent any responsible authority or other person 
making evidence based relevant representations on a new application for the grant 
of an authorisation on the grounds that the premises will give rise to a negative 
cumulative impact on one or more of the licensing objectives.

12. Cumulative impact assessments are intended to be strictly applied.   Applications 
which would seek to be allowed as an exception to a special cumulative impact 
policy will generally be favourably considered if they are judged to encourage a 
greater variety of types of entertainment than currently exists in these areas. It is 
important to be clear that this does not mean that an applicant who believes their 
offer is different to what already exists in the area can assume a favourable 
outcome.  “Greater variety” must be understood in the context of the licensing 
objectives. In particular, the Licensing Authority welcomes those proposals which 
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can be viewed as more family friendly and which offer a wider range of 
entertainment than that which is currently available because it is considered that 
such proposals will not usually add to the stress in the area and undermine the 
licensing objectives. 

However matters such as for example,

 the premises will not add people to the area;

 longer hours will create slower dispersal;

 history of good management;

 premises are well run;

 premises application is small in nature

 alcohol is not sold;

 clientele are a cut above the usual;

will not be considered exceptional circumstances, as the issue is crime and 
disorder/public nuisance in the area as a whole rather than that associated with 
individual premises and the promotion of the licensing objectives.

Existing licensees who wish to materially alter and/or  extend the premises to which 
the authorisation relates are required to seek a new authorisation.  This is because 
the Act prohibits the use of  a variation application to substantially alter the 
premises to which the authorisation relates.  Where the only change is to the 
physical extent or material layout of the premises themselves (i.e. in the absence of 
additional features such as change in style of operation, capacity etc.) it is highly 
unlikely this would trigger the special policy.  Of course this policy cannot restrict the 
right of any responsible authority or other person to make relevant representations 
in that regard and if such are forthcoming they will be diligently considered, but the 
policy expectation is that the application should be granted unless the relevant 
representations demonstrate the change will be likely to add to the cumulative 
impact being experienced.  Where other change is envisaged then the presumption 
may arise.

Applicants are reminded that they are entitled to seek a provisional statement in 
such circumstances.

Applicants who have the benefit of a provisional statement and who have 
completed their works substantially in line with that statement should not have the 
assessment applied to them.  This is because the CIA could (indeed may) have 
been raised and considered prior to the provisional statement having been granted.

13. The publication of a CIA should not be understood to be an absolute bar to new 
authorisations being issued or granting significant variations to existing licenses.  
Applicants are entitled to seek any of the permissions available to them in the Act 
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and the Council does not in this policy intend to prevent applicants from exercising 
their statutory rights.  Each application will be considered on its own merits, within 
the constraints of the legislation and having due regard to the relevant guidance 
and policy.

Interpreting the extent of a Cumulative Impact Assessment

14. In respect of past policy, issues have occasionally arisen with regard to whether or 
not a particular premises that is located abutting or just outside of the indicated 
boundary for each CIA should be considered as being covered by the assessment. 
Through this policy the Council seeks to clarify that each CIA boundary line is 
intended to be indicative of the area that is affected by the stress underpinning the 
cumulative impact for the area concerned. The CIA purpose is to prevent that 
stress from worsening and to reduce it over time. That policy purpose is frustrated 
if premises such as those referred to above are automatically considered as being 
outside of the  CIA.

It is intended that the wording of the cumulative impact assessments should be 
understood by the decision taker in a way that best ensures the purpose of the 
assessment is achieved. This is sometimes called a purposive interpretation Each 
application that falls to be considered at a hearing will be assessed on it’s own 
individual facts and merit.  Where relevant representations are received in respect 
of an application for any premises that is adjoining or is in close proximity to (but not 
within) the CIA defined boundary and where those representations raise a material 
impact on the CIA then the CIA may be triggered if the sub-committee reasonably 
judges that to grant the particular application would add to the cumulative impact 
being suffered in the defined area. 

15.Having had regard to the guidance referred to above, consulted upon the issue, 
taken into account the views of respondents and considered the evidence the 
Council has adopted a CIA in respect of five areas of Bristol, namely:

It is anticipated that this part of the policy may change as a result of the formal 
consultation. The Licensing Authority is required under new legislation to undertake 
an evidence based review of any CIAs 
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City Centre CIA

The central area within the Cabot Sector as identified by Avon and Somerset Police 
and as extended to include the Welsh Back area, Stokes Croft and Cabot Circus.

Reason for Assessment

The Avon and Somerset Police produced evidence to support their request that the 
central area of Bristol be designated a CIA. It remains at saturation point and the 
Police produced evidence for extending the area to which the special policy should 
apply so as to include Stokes Croft and Cabot Circus.  In particular the area, which 
has a significant concentration of alcohol led late night venues, witnesses a high 
number of assaults and other related crime and disorder including public nuisance 
and risk to public safety. The CIA will apply to further applications for the grant of 
new licenses or significant variations of existing licenses in respect of premises that 
primarily sell alcohol for consumption on the premises,  other late night uses, 
restaurants and take away outlets.  The main focus of the assessment is likely to be 
on alcohol led establishments and premises that keep customers in the area at 
times when the promotion of the licensing objectives is most challenging (for 
example late night refreshment from “fast food” outlets).
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Gloucester Road CIA

The area covers a stretch of Gloucester Road from its junction with Pitt Road  and 
Rudthorpe Road to the Arches on Cheltenham Road and also includes a section of 
Zetland Road.
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Reason for Assessment

This stretch of Gloucester Road, which is a major  transport  route in and out of the 
city, features a mix of retail and leisure uses with primarily residential areas behind 
the frontages. The request for a CIA to be introduced was made by the Police and 
supported by local residential amenity groups. The potential for increased public 
nuisance and crime and disorder arising from further licenses being granted is a 
major concern for local residents in this area and the Police.   In particular the area, 
which has a significant concentration of alcohol led late night venues, witnesses a 
high number of assaults and other related crime and disorder including public 
nuisance and risk to public safety. 

The ability to prevent further encroachment into the normal sleeping times of local 
residents is also a key aspect of this CIA. The assessment will apply to further 
applications for the grant of new licenses or significant variations of existing 
licenses in respect of premises that primarily sell alcohol for consumption on the 
premises,  other late night uses, restaurants and take away outlets.  The main focus 
of the assessment is likely to be on alcohol led establishments and premises that 
keep customers in the area at times when the promotion of the licensing objectives 
is most challenging (for example late night refreshment from “fast food” outlets)
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Whiteladies Road CIA

The area bounded by West Park and  that length of Whiteladies Road which 
extends from its junction with West Park to its junction with Imperial Road and that 
length of Cotham Hill extending from its junction with Whiteladies Road to its 
junction with West Park.

Reason for Assessment

This stretch of Whiteladies Road is predominantly characterised by properties with 
A3 leisure uses behind which are sited residential areas. The request for the CIA to 
be implemented was made by local amenity groups and supported by the Redland 
Sector of Avon and Somerset Police. This area differs from the city centre in that 
there is a greater emphasis on the need to promote the prevention of public 
nuisance objective. The ability to prevent further encroachment into the normal 
sleeping times of local residents is a key aspect of this policy.  The policy will  apply 
to the consideration of applications for the grant of new authorisations or for 
significant variations of existing authorisations in respect of premises that primarily 
sell alcohol for consumption on the premises,  other late night uses, restaurants and 
take away outlets. 
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Clifton CIA

An area comprising of Clifton Village and extending to Queens Road and 
Whiteladies Road.

Reason for Assessment

Clifton Village and the surrounding area has seen a rapid growth in restaurants, 
bars and cafes. These A3 uses are mixed with residential areas and have led to an 
increase in public nuisance. The request for the CIA was made by the Clifton and 
Hotwells Improvement Society and is supported by local residents and Avon and 
Somerset Constabulary. Clifton Village is a popular destination with a vibrant day 
and night time economy. The CIA will help to protect the residential amenity and 
ensure that further expansion with licensed premises is not to the detriment of this 
important and iconic part of Bristol. The CIA, when triggered, will apply to 
applications for the grant of new licenses or significant variations of existing licenses 
in respect of premises that primarily provide alcohol for supply on the premises, 
restaurants and takeaway outlets. Applicants for licenses in the CIA area will need 
to be able to demonstrate that they can offer something different from what is 
currently available without adding to the impact already being experienced.
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Bedminster and Southville CIA

The CIA comprises of two adjacent areas that have different characteristics. The 
North Street section places a greater emphasis on seeking to prevent public 
nuisance whilst the Cannon street area has more of an emphasis on preventing 
crime and disorder.

North Street (From the junction with Ashton Road to the junction with Greville 
Street)

Reason for Assessment

This stretch of North Street is characterised by a varied range of food, drink and 
entertainment offers leading to a busy area, which has resulted in anti- social 
behaviour and loss of amenity for local residents. The CIA will help to protect 
residential amenity from being harmed by public nuisance and will, when triggered 
by the receipt of relevant representations, give rise to a presumption of refusal of 
applications for the grant of new premises licences or for significant variation of 
existing licenses particularly where such proposals could increase anti-social 
behaviour. The CIA is not designed to preclude high-quality food-led developments 
that are commensurate with the community’s longer term ambitions for the area. 
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Cannon Street Area (Cannon Street, North Street (from junction of Grenville 
Street to junction with Cannon Street), East Street (from junction with Little 
Paradise to junction with West Street/Sheene Road and West Street (from 
junction with East Street to junction with Victor Road)

Reason for Assessment

The Cannon Street locality comprises of a close concentration of late night 
‘destination’ bars, take away food outlets and premises supplying alcohol for 
consumption away from the premises (off-licences) that has resulted in a 
cumulative adverse impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives, in particular 
those concerning the prevention of crime and disorder and the prevention of public 
nuisance.  The CIA, when triggered by the receipt of relevant representations, will 
apply to applications for the grant of new premises licences or for significant 
variation of existing licenses and is intended to prevent the further proliferation of 
the type of premises on offer in this locality.  In order to rebut the presumption of 
refusal applicants for licences will be expected to demonstrate through the 
operating schedule accompanying the application that what they propose is a 
significantly different type of operation than that which is currently on offer; a 
proposal that will result in a greater variety of range of venues and that it is 
demonstrated will not add to the problems currently being experienced which this 
policy aims to address.  The CIA is intended to be strictly applied, i.e. to refuse 
applications with operating schedules that could enable a venue to operate as an 
additional late night alcohol led venue, or as a late night food take away outlet, or as 
an “off-licence”.  
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APPENDIX A - List of persons who responded to the consultation

A List of persons who made representations to the Council in its consultation exercise 
prior to determination of this policy; (To follow on completion of consultation)


